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Serving You Since 1996

Miss Joan Miller, pictured on the front cover, is the founder of the Palm Beach Ballet Center
and is currently living with Alzheimer’s disease. To read about Miss Joan’s remarkable story,
please see page 17.
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Numbers tell the story; stories tell the impact.
A MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRPERSON & PRESIDENT
Numbers are great. They clearly show the need for dementia-specific services
and how we have grown as an Organization to meet that need. However,
numbers do not provide the full picture of the impact we had on the lives we
touched this year. We want you to see the numbers, while not forgetting that
each number represents a person; a person of worth and importance and
a person whose life we were able to touch. And I emphasize “we” in that
statement. Alzheimer’s Community Care cannot impact lives without you, our
partners, supporters and friends. Your commitment to having an impact on the
precious and important lives living with Alzheimer’s disease and other forms of
dementia, is what allows us to continue. In this Annual Report we want you to
meet the lives we were able to impact together and who in turn impacted us.
We broke down each of our service areas, with this same theme in mind,
that the people who received or benefited from each service is what is most
important.

Judith B. Rappaport

You will meet Harry, who attends one of our Specialized Day Centers and
Delia, who began her journey with Alzheimer’s Community Care through our
Family Nurse Consultant Program. You will read the story of Carl, who utilizes
our ID Locator Service, and Miss Joan and Carissa, who will give you another
perspective of caregiving.
It is our hope that you will feel a connection to each person you read about
and know that your choice to support Alzheimer’s Community Care is what
allows us to impact their lives for the good.
So, while this report documents the activities and finances of Alzheimer’s
Community Care, just as important it documents the impact felt by Harry, Delia,
Carl, Miss Joan and Carissa, and YOU. Without your support, our lives wouldn’t
have been enriched by knowing and serving these amazing people.
Thank You

Judith B. Rappaport
Chair, Board of Directors

Mary M. Barnes

Mary M. Barnes
President & CEO

Non-profit Disclosure

ALZHEIMER’S COMMUNITY CARE IS A TAX-EXEMPT 501(C) 3 NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATION. REGISTRATION #CH7588. A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION
AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DIVISION OF CONSUMER SERVICES BY CALLING TOLL-FREE (800) 435-7352 WITHIN THE STATE.
REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL, OR RECOMMENDATION BY THE STATE. ALZHEIMER’S COMMUNITY CARE RECEIVES 100% OF EACH
CONTRIBUTION WITH 0% RETAINED BY A PROFESSIONAL SOLICITOR.
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2017-2018 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
SPECIALIZED DAY CENTER SERVICES
New Enrollments

Unduplicated Served

222

543

Hours of Service

372K+

VOLUNTEERS
Total Volunteers

264

Hours Served

Value Added

6,515 $138K+

FAMILY NURSE CONSULTANTS
Active Cases Opened

882

Unduplicated Served

2,174

Home Visits Made

Proudly Partnered with and Supported by:
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761

DAY CENTER SERVICE HIGHLIGHTS FROM FY 2017-2018

Served

1,086

Patients receiving care &
Caregivers receiving respite

Provided

372,707+
Hours of Care

Helped

87%

of Alzheimer’s patients
served continue to receive
community-based care

Specialized Day Center Services - A Family Tradition of Sacrifice
Harry’s mother was his inspiration. She taught him the
importance of family and sacrificed daily for her children,
an important lesson that Harry took to heart. His mother,
who was from the small island of Exuma in the Bahamas,
worked as a domestic, mostly as a cook. Harry’s father
bought a house for the family, but passed away before
he could pay it off. After his father’s death, Harry finished
paying off the house for his mother before purchasing his
own. Harry followed his mother’s example and sacrificed
and cared for her throughout her declining health up
until the day she passed.
The career of Harry’s mother inspired him. He was
fascinated with cooks and eventually became one
himself. He watched the cooks he worked with, learned
under their guidance, and eventually become well
versed in all aspects of his job. Harry worked as a cook
until retirement often working two jobs so that his wife
and children could have everything they needed and
some of what they wanted.
This history of sacrifice carried on throughout the family.
After Harry’s wife passed, his son, Hubert, moved in to
help. Harry was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease two
years ago. With the struggles of caregiving mounting,

Hubert contacted Alzheimer’s Community Care for
assistance. Harry now attends Alzheimer’s Community
Care’s Specialized Day Center five days a week. The
time Harry spends at the Center is invaluable to Hubert. It
gives him peace of mind that his father is safe and enjoys
his time there.
When discussing the Center, Harry gets a glimmer in his
eye and smiles about the bingo games he plays twice a
week and the great talks he has with the friends he has
made there. Harry also enjoys the music therapy (he is a
great fan of Jazz) and the trivia games he plays.
Harry has been attending the Center for two years now.
The daily therapeutic activities provided at the Center
have contributed to the slowing of his Alzheimer’s disease
and the break from caregiving allows Hubert to maintain
employment while keeping Harry in the home.
Hubert has followed in his father’s and grandmother’s
footsteps and is now a cook. This family tradition
continues. However, more importantly, the tradition of
caring and sacrificing for those you love continues.
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FAMILY NURSE CONSULTANT HIGHLIGHTS FROM FY 2017-2018

Total Caseload of

Opened

Patients and Caregivers

Live-Alones Served

2,174

113

Helped

86%

Caregivers more likely to
provide home-based care

Family Nurse Consultant – Safely Maintaining Independence
Delia is a strong and independent woman. She values her
independence and is determined to live the remainder
of her life in the comfort of her own home. This was
understood by her family and friends until they began
to notice that Delia’s behaviors and decision making
seemed to become more erratic. Delia had no running
water and she was frequently depending on the help of
neighbors for her shopping. Fearing that dementia may
be the culprit, Delia’s friends referred her to Alzheimer’s
Community Care to see if they could help.
A Family Nurse Consultant met with Delia to evaluate
her cognition, home situation, and ability to remain
living safely by herself in the community. It was quickly
discovered that Delia was suffering with the beginning
signs of dementia. A plan of action was developed, and
supportive services were coordinated to ensure that
Delia could maintain her independence, but receive the
help she needed.
The Family Nurse Consultant determined that the water
had been shut off because of a very large outstanding
bill that Delia could not afford to pay. Digging a little
deeper, it was discovered that neighbors had used a
hose to take water from Delia when she was not at home.
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A call from the Family Nurse Consultant to Human Services
and the Water Department resolved the issue. Delia now
had running water and was no longer responsible for the
outstanding bill.
Further review by the Family Nurse Consultant indicated
that Delia was also the victim of financial exploitation.
When Delia was unable to go shopping for herself, she
would occasionally give her debit card to a neighbor
so that they could get the items that she needed. Three
different neighbors took it upon themselves to use Delia’s
debit card to pay some of their own bills. The Family
Nurse Consultant worked with Delia and her bank to shut
down the compromised account and set up a new one.
Additionally, safeguards were put in place to ensure only
authorized individuals could complete transactions on
her behalf.
Alzheimer’s Community Care soon learned that Delia
had a nearby cousin who was willing to help out. The
Family Nurse Consultant developed a care plan that
would allow for Delia to remain at home with support
from Alzheimer’s Community Care, other community
service providers and the cousin’s assistance.

ID LOCATOR SERVICE HIGHLIGHTS FROM FY 2017-2018

Enrolled

134

New Patients

Had

100%

Elopement Recovery from
wandering attempts

Provided

2,107

Hours of Service in Palm
Beach, Martin & St. Lucie
Counties

ID Locator Service – Peace of Mind with a Safety Net
Laurette’s mother had recently passed away. Her
husband was suffering from Alzheimer’s disease. Laurette
needed a break and her family encouraged her to take
a vacation; something that was long overdue. Even
though she was nervous about the safety and well-being
of her husband, Carl, in her absence, Laurette relented.
She simply could not continue being a caregiver to her
husband without taking a break for herself. The longawaited day came, and she left, excited to begin
the vacation. Peace and relaxation did not last long.
Laurette’s nightmare came true when Carl, who was
staying in a facility during her absence, wandered away.
“I had just arrived at the hotel and no sooner than I put
my key card in the door, I received a call that Carl had
walked away.” Laurette, who was out of the country, told
the facility to call 911 and refer to the instructions she had
left them from Alzheimer’s Community Care. Laurette
waited. In less than an hour she received the good news.
Carl was safe and sound. The safety net worked.
Carl was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease in 2016. The
first time he wandered away was during a routine trip to
the mall. It was at this moment Laurette realized that her
life had forever changed and that she couldn’t keep
Carl safe all by herself. It wasn’t long after that Laurette

found Alzheimer’s Community Care and enrolled Carl in
a Specialized Day Center and the ID Locator Service.
A symptom of Carl’s Alzheimer’s disease, and of many
others just like him, is the desire to wander. Carl has
wandered away from Laurette on three separate
occasions and each time was brought home safely
within one hour because of the ID Locator Service. One
time, as the officers were walking Carl up to Laurette,
Carl put his hand on the shoulder of the young Deputy
and said, “Thank you Officer, for not arresting me today.”
That brought smiles to all involved and Laurette felt a
huge burden lifted. The ID Locator bracelet worked, and
it worked exactly like it was supposed to. Laurette said
she is comforted knowing that she has made the right
choice for her husband’s safety.
“I can’t tell you the peace of mind that this bracelet
brings to me” said Laurette, after having the bracelet on
Carl’s wrist. Carl may not ever wander again. But if he
does, Laurette knows she has a safety net in place. Carl
and Laurette are why the ID Locator Service matters.
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EDUCATION HIGHLIGHTS FROM FY 2017-2018

Trained

Provided Education for

Students

Universities & Colleges

241

7

Reached

1,026

Students, Community and
Health Care Professionals
through Education Training

Education – Training Tomorrow’s Health Care Leaders
Alzheimer’s Community Care takes tremendous pride
in providing specialized, individualized care for our
patients with Alzheimer’s disease or a related disorder
and their caregivers.
We know we must prepare our rising health professionals
to address the special needs of our families as they
emerge as health professionals. They must gain
experience with the concepts of caring for patient and
family and become advocates for the unique needs of
families.
Alzheimer’s Community Care has training agreements
with Palm Beach Atlantic University, Keiser University,
Palm Beach State College, Indian River State College,
and the University of South Florida. We are also affiliated
with Grand Canyon and Aspen Universities which
provide distance learning for working nurses earning a
Master of Science degree.
All students receive classroom training which includes
learning the distinctions between Alzheimer’s disease
and the many related neurocognitive disorders that may
affect a patient at various stages of adulthood. Students
learn the concepts of protecting brain health as well
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as identifying the earliest signs of cognitive impairment
in order to guide future patients to the earliest possible
intervention.
Following classroom training, undergraduate nursing
students spend full days in our Specialized Day Centers
applying the lessons learned in class and engaging
with our wonderful day center attendees. Students
assist with therapeutic activities and utilize the positive
communication techniques learned in class.
These engaged students come to understand the
cognitive and physical challenges that our patients face
and how therapeutic activities can slow the progression
of the disease. Most importantly, they learn what it takes
to support patients and caregivers as they continue to
live together in the community, with safety and dignity,
throughout the course of the disease.
Alzheimer’s Community Care is committed to its role as a
vital resource for our local and distance health professions
colleges and universities, preparing the professionals of
tomorrow to provide compassionate, comprehensive
care for our families.

Advocacy
Through Alzheimer’s Community Care’s advocacy efforts, caregivers are
provided a voice at the policy table. Alzheimer’s Community Care fosters
strong relationships with lawmakers at the State Capitol in Tallahassee
through an advocacy trip where caregivers advocate for much needed
legislation in Florida to ensure the care, safety and dignity of Alzheimer’s
patients across the state.

2017-2018 Statistics

During this year’s trip, caregivers successfully advocated for caregiver
respite services and support through the Florida Alzheimer’s Disease
Initiative and discussed with lawmakers the need for increased oversight
of paid caregivers to ensure the safety of all Alzheimer’s patients who
utilize these services.

185

Case Management
Case Managers work in concert with Family Nurse Consultants to guide
families through the complex system of funding.
Whether this funding is provided by the state, local government entities,
or through private funds secured by Alzheimer’s Community Care, these
funds are critical to protect the well-being of the patients and caregivers.
Case Managers bring families in need with the necessary services and
resources, and the financial assistance to cover these expenses.

28

Advocates traveled
to Tallahassee

Informational packets
distributed

2017-2018 Statistics

217

Individuals Served

1,319
Total Case Hours

24-Hour Crisis Line
Our 24-Hour Alzheimer’s Crisis Line provides caregivers with understanding
and guidance to help them throughout the many stages of Alzheimer’s
disease or related neurocognitive disorders.
The Crisis Line serves Palm Beach, Martin & St. Lucie counties. Family
Nurse Consultants respond to calls and can connect directly to law
enforcement for assistance during search and rescues. The Crisis Line
is also an excellent crisis management resource for caregivers. In all
cases, the Family Nurse Consultant responds to the inquiry, follows up as
appropriate, and links the family to essential services and resources.

2017-2018 Statistics

98

New cases, resulting
from crisis calls
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Special Events - Seasons of Life Luncheon
South County Luncheon

O

n November 9, 2017, St. Andrews Country
Club in Boca Raton was transformed into
a Winter Wonderland for our inaugural
Seasons of Life Luncheon – The Beauty of Winter.
The program included a musical performance by
Michaela Paige, Season 3 finalist of The Voice, and
a moving testimonial from Randy Johnson, longtime
Board Member for Alzheimer’s Community Care,
about the need for more care to those suffering
with Alzheimer’s disease. Chaired by Melissa Rapkin,
Community and Care Management Specialist for
Sonata, the event was not only thought provoking
but encouraging to those who are on the Alzheimer’s
journey.

Treasure Coast Luncheon

T

he Treasure Coast Seasons of Life Luncheon The Beauty of Winter, was held at the Harbour
Ridge Yacht and Country Club in Palm City
on January 18, 2018. More than 200 attendees heard
Ann Young share her experience as a caregiver of
an Alzheimer’s patient. Additionally, Chris Pallas,
Program Manager for Alzheimer’s Community
Care’s Specialized Day Center in Ft. Pierce, walked
attendees through a day in the life of a patient who
attends her program. Chaired by Dolores Lashkevich
and Melanie Fenner, guests left the event grateful
that there is an Organization committed to helping
Alzheimer’s patients and caregivers until a cure can
be found.

Palm Beach Luncheon

O

n February 7, 2018 The Beach Club on Palm
Beach played host to our inaugural Seasons
of Life Luncheon. Guests enjoyed stunning
views of the Atlantic Ocean and amazing music
from Jill and Rich Switzer from Legends Radio’s The
Morning Lounge. Mark Shalloway, Board Member
for Alzheimer’s Community Care, and Sue Shipper,
a longtime caregiver, topped off the event with
powerful testimonies of how Alzheimer’s Community
Care has impacted their lives. Chaired by Gail
Mazzei of Marsh Private Client Services and Jacky
Purje of ComForCare, it was a magical afternoon
echoing the Organization’s belief that where there
is help, there is hope.
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Special Events
2018 Alzheimer’s Educational Forum

T

he 2018 Alzheimer’s Educational Forum was
conducted as a one-day event at PGA
National Resort and Spa. Keynote Speaker Dr.
Margaret A. Pericak-Vance, Ph.D., known worldwide
for her role in identifying the major susceptibility gene
for Alzheimer’s disease, gave an overview of her
work and where we stand with genetics as a tool for
identifying, treating, and curing Alzheimer’s disease
and related neurocognitive disorders. Following the
presentation, participants were treated to a question
and answer session from Dr. Margaret A. PericakVance, Dr. Mark Brody and a panel of Alzheimer’s
disease and related dementia (ADRD) patients
and their caregivers. This insightful, and at times
emotional, discussion shed a new light on ADRD for
all those in attendance. The day was capped off
with a funny and inspirational speech from Dr. Teena
Cahill, a Psychologist and caregiver.

2018 Physicians’ Reception & Dinner

O

ver 50 Physicians, supporters and professionals
turned out for an in-depth presentation from
Dr. Margaret A. Pericak-Vance about her
groundbreaking genetics research at this year’s
Physicians Reception Dinner. As an internationally
recognized human geneticist with over 660 peerreviewed publications published in high impact
scientific journals, Dr. Pericak-Vance detailed some
of her more well-known research about genetic risk
factors for Alzheimer’s disease and provided details
about some of her current research as a Professor of
Neurology at the University of Miami Miller School of
Medicine.

Lighten Your Load Caregiver Forum

T

he first Annual Lighten Your Load Caregiver
Forum was held in November at the Blake
Library in Stuart. The topics were geared
toward family caregivers and ranged from Music
Therapy to relaxation techniques. The Martin County
Alzheimer’s Community Care Support Group was
honored at the event and the Treasure Coast Civitan
Club members served as hosts. Feedback was
positive, and the Organization decided to expand
the event into St. Lucie County.
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Donors & Grant Funders
You make our work possible, each day. Thank you to all individuals, businesses and organizations
whose generosity allows Alzheimer’s Community Care to provide the highest level of service.
The following supporters gave gifts of $75,000 or more in FY 2017-2018.

Addison Hines Charitable Trust
Area Agency on Aging
C. Kenneth & Laura Baxter Foundation
Lee Millman Respite Care Foundation
Leo and Anne Albert Charitable Trust
Mary Alice Fortin Foundation
Palm Beach County (FAA)
Samuel P. Mandel Foundation
The following supporters gave gifts between $25,000 and $74,999 in FY 2017-2018.

Batchelor Foundation
Community Foundation for Palm Beach and Martin Counties, Inc.
Fortin Foundation of Florida, Inc.
Great Charity Challenge
Loblolly Community Foundation, Inc.
Phyllis Lueck
The J.M. Rubin Foundation
The Community Foundation Martin - St. Lucie
Town of Palm Beach United Way
United Way of Martin County, Inc.
United Way of Palm Beach County
William and Helen Thomas Charitable Trust
The following supporters gave gifts between $10,000 and $24,999 in FY 2017-2018.
Albert and Birdie Einstein Fund
Anna A. Moldrup Foundation
Asofsky Family Foundation
Ballenisles Charities Foundation
Brain Bowl Events
City of Boca Raton
Frenchman’s Creek Charities Foundation, Inc.
Harry Kramer Memorial Fund
Hobe Sound Community Chest
Jerome S. and Grace H. Murray Foundation
Kenneth K. McPheeter
Martin County Board of County Commissioners
Pilot Club of Fort Pierce, Florida, Inc.
Season to Share, Palm Beach Post
The Kroll Family Charitable Fund
The Lattner Family Foundation
United Way of St. Lucie County
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Donors & Grant Funders

The following supporters gave gifts between $5,000 and $9,999 in FY 2017-2018.
Admirals Cove Foundation
Alzheimer’s Foundation of America
Arthur Silvester
Bernard A. Egan Foundation, Inc.
Frank L. Weyenberg Charitable Trust
H. William Lichtenberger Foundation
Howard E. Hill Foundation
Ibis Charities Foundation
Ida Sebastian Charitable Gift Fund
John and Nellie Bastien Memorial Foundation

Mr. Clark D. Bennett
Ms. Mary M. Barnes
Palm Beach Community Trust Fund
Palm Beach County Sheriff’s Office
Panamera Foundation
Publix Super Markets Charities
Raymond George & Ruth Bitner Fisher Foundation
Trustbridge Health
Weiler Foundation
Nordstrom

The following supporters gave gifts between $1,000 and $4,999 in FY 2017-2018.
Alex Brown, A Division of Raymond James

Mr. Peter F. Avonda

Alzheimer’s Association

Mr. Robert J. Weissman

Arden Courts

Mr. Scott Martin

Artis Senior Living

Ms. Melanie Fenner

Atria Park of St. Joseph’s

Ms. Carol Carson Evans

Bay Branch Foundation

Ms. Jane Karraker

Beth Lord

Ms. Janis A. Smith

Carl and Julie Fischer

Ms. Karen Harvey

Daughters of Penelope

Ms. Margaret C. Donnelley

Expicare Nursing Agency, Inc.

Ms. Rebecca Robinson

Florida Power & Light Company

Ms. Theresa Beditz

Humana Market Point

Palm Beach County Division of Senior Services

In Good Taste

Palm Beach Neurological Center

John & Linda Loewenberg

Parrot Heads for the Palm Beaches

Karp Law Firm, P.A.

Preferred Lifestyle Services

Kathleen Walgreen

Royal Poinciana Chapel

Martin Health System

Safetynet

Maureen Krosin

Shalloway & Shalloway, P.A.

Memory For Memory

Sonata Senior Living

Morse Life

Southern Sky Painting

Mr. & Mrs. Bob and Jan Crandall

Visiting Angels

Mr. & Mrs. Frank Zappala

VITAS Healthcare

Mr. & Mrs. Melvin Schlesinger

Walter & Barbara Bauke Foundation

Mr. & Mrs. Robert Hartless, II

Widget Webert

Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Gorman, Esq.

Ms. Ann Young

Mr. & Mrs. Stevenson

Ms. Doris Clements

Mr. David D. Whelehan

Hartless Foundation

Mr. John Burns

Java Group Programs Inc.

Mr. John Doody

Treasure Health

Mr. Marlena Husted
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In Memoriam

THORNTON MONTAGU HENRY, ESQ.
Board Member

It is with a heavy heart that in 2018 Mr. Thornton M. “Tim” Henry,
member and Secretary for Alzheimer’s Community Care’s Board of
Directors, passed away. Mr. Henry was an attorney and shareholder
with the law firm of Jones Foster and Chairman of the firm’s Private
Client Services Group, concentrating in estate planning, charitable
giving and trust and estate administration. He was also a member
of the Florida Board and a Florida Bar Board Certified Tax Lawyer.
In December of 2011, Mr. Henry joined the Board of Directors at
Alzheimer’s Community Care shortly after the death of his former
business partner, John B. McCracken. “The thing I treasure most
about being involved with Alzheimer’s Community Care is hearing
about all the good and care showered on the organization from
everyone who has come in contact with it,” Mr. Henry once shared
about his time on the Board. “I know we are providing a benefit
without measure to families who have such great needs in caring
for their loved ones in very challenging situations.” Mr. Henry was
born in Bermuda, attended Washington and Lee University as well as
Georgetown University. He was a published author and away from
his vocation, led mission trips to Russia, Brazil, Ecuador, Guatemala,
Mexico, Costa Rica, the Bahamas, Paraguay, and Peru, as part of
his goal to devote a substantial portion of his time to charitable and
civic work. We are so grateful for the dedication and commitment
of Mr. Henry to the mission of Alzheimer’s Community Care. His
passion to help others will truly be missed.

The lives that have been touched through the kindness of Janis
“Jan” Smith are too numerous to count. She was a compassionate
volunteer and advocate for Alzheimer’s Community Care and
the Pilot Club of Fort Pierce. Jan Smith, 71, passed away June 18,
2018. She was instrumental in establishing the relationship between
the Pilot Club of Fort Pierce and Alzheimer’s Community Care,
spearheading the annual Birdies for Bracelets Golf Tournament,
which provides life-saving bracelets to dementia patients living in
St. Lucie County. In 2018, Jan became a founding member of the
St. Lucie County Memory Circle of Alzheimer’s Community Care.
The Memory Circle is a group of St. Lucie residents who commit to
annually support Alzheimer’s Community Care patients and their
families. Fort Pierce and St. Lucie County are bettered because of
Jan Smith. May her example serve as motivation and inspiration to
us all.

JANIS “JAN” SMITH
Co-Founder of The Memory Circle
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Community Collaboration

Impact 100 - Knowledge is Power: Dementia-Specific Care Training
Alzheimer’s Community Care was proud to be selected
as a 2016 Impact 100, $100,000 grant recipient for its
“Knowledge is Power: Dementia Specific Care Training”
project. This award permitted Alzheimer’s Community
Care to expand its reach to both undergraduate and
graduate Registered Nurse students, as well as numerous
allied health professionals.
The grant anticipated that the Organization’s classroom
training and clinical rotations in its Specialized Alzheimer’s
Adult Day Centers would reach 250 nursing and nursing
assistant students. Throughout the eighteen-month grant
period, May 2016 through October 2017, Alzheimer’s
Community Care presented classroom training on
Alzheimer’s disease and related neurocognitive
disorders to a total of 385 Registered Nursing, Certified
Nursing Assistant, and health professions students:
The Impact 100 grant also provided the opportunity for
Alzheimer’s Community Care to address the needs of

health professions students from an expanding range of
local and distance universities. This includes, Palm Beach
Atlantic University, Palm Beach State College, Keiser
University, Florida Atlantic University, CareerSource Palm
Beach County, Grand Canyon University and American
Sentinel University
Classroom programming for all students provided
comprehensive insights into the specific needs of patients
with Alzheimer’s disease or a related neurocognitive
disorder, as well as their caregivers. Students received
in-depth training in the individualized communication
techniques and behavioral interventions necessary
to maintain patient and caregiver safety, dignity,
health and well-being. This grant allowed Alzheimer’s
Community Care to meet the needs of our most
vulnerable adults through the training of our rising health
professionals.

Administration for Community Living (ACL) – Pathways to Care
In 2015, Alzheimer’s Community Care was proud to
be a recipient of a federal grant award of nearly $1
million to expand dementia-specific services and
resources for families living with Alzheimer’s disease in
Southeast Florida. Alzheimer’s Community Care was
one of 11 organizations nationwide selected by the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and
its Administration for Community Living to receive this
prestigious award.
The State of Florida has the highest per capita incidence
of Alzheimer’s disease in the United States. As baby
boomers age, the numbers of diagnoses are expected
to increase to 720,000 cases by 2025, reflecting a 50%
increase over the next 10 years. The 3-year project
entitled “Pathways to Care,” expanded the dementia-

specific education for healthcare professionals,
increased Alzheimer’s Community Care’s capacity to
provide Specialized Day Center Services, enhanced
services to Alzheimer’s patients who live alone, and
increased services to High Burden Caregivers.
This collaborative initiative, in partnership with the
University of South Florida, Veteran’s Administration
Medical Center in West Palm Beach, and four Floridabased Schools of Nursing, was a huge success resulting
in the establishment of a Specialized Alzheimer’s
Specialized Day Center in Port St. Lucie, the training of
175 VAMC healthcare staff, 371 Student Nurses and 46
Social Work and Aging Students, and enhanced services
for 46 Alzheimer’s patients who live alone and 36 High
Burden Caregivers.
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Alzheimer’s Community Care Financials

2017-2018 REVENUE
Program Services 60%
Development 26%
Government Grants 10%
United Way 3%
Organizational Reserves 1%

2017-2018 EXPENSES
Family Nurse Consultants 15%
Case Management 4%
Education & Training 6%
Development 6%
Management & General 3%
Other <1%
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Alzheimer’s Community Care Financials
Revenue
Program Services

$4,431,895

Development

1,938,600

Government Grants

756,100

United Way

210,244

Organizational Reserves

65,111
$7,401,950

Expenses
Day Centers
Family Nurse Consultants

$4,816,863
1,107,443

Case Management

311,791

Education & Training

428,683

Development

447,484

Management & General

239,507

Other

50,179
$7,401,950

The audited figures above reflect the Revenue & Expenditures for
Fiscal Year 2017-2018, for Alzheimer’s Community Care, Inc.,
a 501(c)3 not-for-profit organization.
92 cents of every dollar donated goes directly to Services and Resources.
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Board/Committees/Advisory Councils
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Judith B. Rappaport, Chair
Clark D. Bennett, Immediate Past Chair
Robert J. Gorman, Esq., Vice Chair
Randy K. Johnson, Sr., Treasurer
Kevin P. Wrenne, Secretary
Mary M. Barnes, President/CEO

William Armstead
Bonney A. Johnson
Robert K. Rollins, Jr.
G. Mark Shalloway, Esq.
Thornton M. “Tim” Henry, Esq.*
Patrick J. Halperin, Ed.D., PH.D.

COMMITTEES
Executive Standing

Judith B. Rappaport, Chair
Robert J. Gorman, Esq., Vice Chair
Randy K. Johnson, Sr., Treasurer
Thornton M. “Tim” Henry, Esq.,*
Mary M. Barnes

Governance Standing

G. Mark Shalloway, Esq., Chair
Tenna L. Wiles
William Armstead
Mary M. Barnes

CCS Standing

Judith B. Rappaport, Chair
Patrick J. Halperin, Ed.D., Ph.D.
Buddy Herrington
Debra McDonald
Jackie Miller, LCSW
Nicholas Cocoves
Mary M. Barnes

Advocacy Standing

Robert J. Gorman, Esq., Chair
Meghan Hoza
Mary M. Barnes

HR Standing

Finance Standing

Clark D. Bennett, Chair
Jason Berkowitz, Esq.
Ana Casey
Robert K. Rollins, Jr.
Mary M. Barnes
Malaika C. Barlow, Staff

Randy K. Johnson, Sr., Chair
Patrick J. Halperin, Ed.D., Ph.D.
Clement Brandenburg, Jr., CPA
Mary M. Barnes

Audit Standing

Board of Directors
Foundation

Randy K. Johnson, Sr., Chair
Deborah Diaz
Kevin P. Wrenne
Mary M. Barnes

G. Mark Shalloway, Esq., Chair
Bud Kroll
Mary M. Barnes

Development Standing
Bonney A. Johnson, Chair
Jonathan Price, Staff

ADVISORY COUNCILS
Greater Glades

Mary M. Barnes, Chair
Dep. Christopher Beesley
Terri Calsetta
Karis Engle

Martin County

Bonney A. Johnson, Chair
Nancy Berling
Larry Butcher
Officer Joe Hogan
Christopher Ladue
Michael Schiavone
Sue Shipper
Rachel Armstead
Sue Riddell
Mary M. Barnes

St. Lucie County

Robert J. Gorman, Esq., Chair
Evangeline Bruhn
Laura Gray
Pastor Ted Rice
Allyson Stewart
William Armstead
Renard Brown
Deputy Benjamin DeBlieck
Sergeant Anthony Cavallaro
Mary M. Barnes

Serving You Since 1996
* deceased
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South Palm Beach County
Mary M. Barnes, Chair
Pamela Avalos
Kathy Swindle
Marcia Teele
Jay Shapp
Ina Trueheart

Cover Story
What looks like a watch on her wrist is simply a band that says
“Now”. Living in the “now” is one of the many lessons Carissa has
learned since taking responsibility for her former ballet teacher
who suffers from Alzheimer’s disease. “I have gotten rid of my
watch. Alzheimer’s disease and caring for Miss Joan of the Palm
Beach Ballet in my home for more than 5 years has taught me,
the only time that matters is NOW.”
In 2013, Attorney Carissa Kranz of Jupiter, Florida, learned that
her former ballet teacher was living in a skilled nursing facility,
wearing an ankle bracelet and made to stay in her room. Her
beloved teacher, Miss Joan Miller, a strong, independent woman
that built and owned her own business for more than 50 years,
was now destitute with no money and no one to advocate on
her behalf. “I was shocked and devastated beyond belief when
I first went to visit her. I quickly decided that she was coming
home with me and I would become her Power of Attorney”. After
navigating the legal system to bring Miss Joan to her home, the
real journey began for Carissa. She left her job at a major law
firm and opened her own practice so that she would have more
control over her schedule. “I brought her to my home, because
the ‘system’ was killing her. I didn’t know anything about the disease, but I was determined to give Miss Joan her
dignity back. She was the beautiful and well known grande dame of the local dance world, owner of the Palm
Beach Ballet Center, and she deserved better than that, we all do!”
As Carissa began to realize just how much of a commitment it was to care for an Alzheimer’s patient, Alzheimer’s
Community Care stepped in to help. Carissa was able to place Miss Joan in one of Alzheimer’s Community
Care’s Specialized Day Centers, which freed her schedule to continue building a career during business hours.
Carissa holds a special place in her heart for Miss Joan because she gave her free ballet lessons for more than
a decade when her single mom couldn’t afford it. “Miss Joan said I was too talented not to be able to dance,
so for 11 years she taught me for free and hoped that one day I would enter the ranks of prima ballerina, along
with many of her other students. While I did dance professionally, I did not choose that route and therefore,
never reached my ballet potential. Instead, I became an attorney, which made me feel like I let her down.” But
Carissa’s career choice was just what Miss Joan would need so many years later when she had no one to help
and no place to live. Miss Joan was in the early stages of Alzheimer’s disease when she began forgetting to pay
her bills and mortgage. With no family at all to help her, this brought her to a place of possible financial ruin and
dependency on the state for her health care. Carissa became her angel and now provides her with a full-time
caregiver along with a daily trip to the Day Center. “I couldn’t do it without the Day Center. It gives her a reason
to get up and get dressed every day. It brings her pleasure and gives her a purpose.” At one point in her care, it
was the Day Center staff who alerted Carissa to Miss Joan’s lethargic condition when she arrived at the facility.
She was rushed to the emergency room from the Day Center and treatment began. “The Day Center Staff is so
in tune with Miss Joan and a big part of my system of checks and balances for her care and well-being.”
Carissa learned later that Miss Joan’s father died with Alzheimer’s disease and that she had cared for him until
his death. “She had no one to do the same for her and I couldn’t let her be alone.” Almost 6 years into the
journey together, the role of teacher and pupil have been reversed, but Carissa says that she continues to learn
from her every day. “She taught me as a dancer that I could be more that I thought. She now teaches me every
day that as a caregiver I can be more than I ever dreamed.”
All that matters is NOW.

Thank you for your support this year. We look forward to a continued partnership in the
upcoming year.
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Alzheimer’s Community Care is dedicated to promoting and providing community-based, family-centered care for patients and
their caregivers living with neurocognitive disorders, through the
belief, that where there is help, there is hope.
There is no known cure or pharmaceutical approach to Alzheimer’s
disease that stops or slows its progression. Until there is a cure,
patients and families need care.
Alzheimer’s Community Care is there to provide services and
resources to both the patient and the caregiver. Your donation
today will allow us to continue to provide care to families
desperately in need. Please consider a donation today by visiting:
www.alzcare.org/donate

Serving You Since 1996

Your money goes far, but not far away.

ALZHEIMER’S COMMUNITY CARE | 800 NORTHPOINT PARKWAY, SUITE 101-B
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407 | (561) 683-2700 | ALZCARE.ORG
PALM
BEACH| MARTIN | ST. LUCIE
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